[Validation of the Nursing Assessment System of the Pediatric Primary Care Emergency: VEUPAP].
Measure the validity, reliability and consistency of two alternative diagnostic systems, Nurse Pediatric Emergency Assessment for Primary Care system (VEUPAP) and web_e-PAT®, using expert pediatricians judgment as a gold standard. Random sample of 300 children aged 0-14 years treated at the Pediatric Urgency Service Dr. Jaime Chaves in Santa Cruz de Tenerife between March 2009 and March 2010. Demographics data, time, presentation of complications and referrals to high, triage results according VEUPAP and web_e-PAT®, medical discharge and interview results to escort the child report, were registered. Sensitivity, specificity, frequency of false positive and negative predictive values of results, their concordance with the gold standard, and reliability of both methods, were estimated. VEUPAP offers better values that web_e-PAT® with sensitivity 94% (95% Cl: 91-97%) vs. 36% (95% Cl: 31-41%), specificity 93(90-96)% vs. 87(83-91)%, positive predictive value of 89 (86-92)% vs. 63(58-68)%, and negative 96(94-98)% vs. 69(64-74)%, yield a4 vs. 3 times more, according to expert pediatrician 84(80-88)5 vs. 12(9-15)% reliability and 64(59-69)% vs. 59(54-63)% according to the weighted kappa Cohen (p < 0.001). Three levels lower and upper of triage discrepancies do not occur with any of the systems, the discrepancy in lower and upper triage at 2 levels do not occur with VEUPAP and is 14% and 4% respectively with web_e-PAT® (p = 0.032-0.045). Most of the discrepancies occur with triage level 1 being for VEUPAP 2-8% and 10-36% for web_e-PAT® (p < 0.001). The time consumption for both systems reached significance only for priority level 3: 4 (2-7) vs. 4 minutes (2-14), respectively (p = 0.044). VEUPAP is a homogeneous and systematic objective tool. The characteristics of accuracy, validity, accuracy, reliability, usefulness and ease of use make it suitable to assessment and classification pediatric patients in primary care emergency.